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Robert M. Grant combines a highly accessible writing style with a concentration on the

fundamentals of value creation and an emphasis on practicality in this leading strategy text.In this

new edition several topics have increased emphasis including: platform-based competition and

'ecosystems' of related industries; the role of strategy making processes/practices; mergers,

acquisitions and alliances; and additional emphasis on strategy implementation. Cases are

completely updated to include companies which are prominent in the business press and well

known to students (eg , Tesla, Tough Mudder, Tata Group, Samsung). Contemporary Strategy

Analysis: Text and Cases, 9th Edition combines the text with an updated collection of 20 case

studies. It is suitable for both MBA and advanced undergraduate students.
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''Great textbook that manages to provide both scientific insight as well as valuable tools for

practice.'' Prof. Dr Phillip C. Nell,  Vienna University of Economics and Business, Austria ''Grant's

Contemporary Strategy Analysis provides a comprehensive and practical review of all the key

strategy topics, from analysing internal resources and capabilities to competitive advantage in

mature industries. It provides a detailed and pragmatic overview, ideal for my Strategy Exec MBA

module, with numerous practical case studies making it a must have for both post graduates and

industry practitioners.'' Reviewer Contemporary Strategy Analysis, 9th edition, is the latest

installment of Robert M. Grant's widely adopted and internationally acclaimed book on strategy



analysis in a business context. An ideal study companion for MBA and advanced undergraduate

courses, Grant employs his vibrant and accessible writing style to introduce the core concepts and

principles of strategy analysis, whilst combining a rigorous approach to business strategy with highly

relevant illustrations of current practice. The rich collection of contemporary examples which run

throughout the book present an in-depth focus on strategy implementation, particularly the

pressures on companies to reconcile scale economies with entrepreneurial flexibility, innovation with

cost-efficiency and globalization with local responsiveness. The 9th edition is fully revised and

updated to include greater emphasis on strategy implementation, platform-based competition and

industry "ecosystems," the role of strategy-making processes and practices, and mergers,

acquisitions and alliances. This text and cases combined volume includes 24 full-length cases

written specifically by the author to enable students to apply concepts and techniques of strategy

analysis to real-life scenarios. The cases, which have been completely updated, include several

new entries such as Tough Mudder, Haier Group, Chipotle and the Marijuana Industry.

Contemporary Strategy Analysis comes equipped with a strong package of additional teaching

materials, including author videos, PowerPoint slides, instructor's manual, testbank and case

teaching notes, all of which can be found at www.wiley.com/college/grant. Robert M. Grant is the

Eni Professor of Strategic Management at Bocconi University in Milan, and a Visiting Professor at

Georgetown University and City University, London. His previous faculty positions included London

Business School, California Polytechnic, University of British Columbia, and University of St

Andrews. His business experience ranges from manufacturing tires (Firestone) and meat pies (Kraft

Foods) to strategy consulting with companies such as Eni and American Express.

Robert M. Grant is the Eni Professor of Strategic Management at Bocconi University in Milan, and a

Visiting Professor at Georgetown University and City University, London. His previous faculty

positions included London Business School, California Polytechnic, University of British Columbia,

and University of St Andrews. His business experience ranges from manufacturing tires (Firestone)

and meat pies (Kraft Foods) to strategy consulting with companies such as Eni and American

Express.

Book is good but hold off buying this version!!!!!!Notice: The interactive e-book is not available.

That's right, a complete rip off. The student complement page is a joke as well. not professional for

this level of text. I'm sure Mr. Grant had not endorsed such deplorable strategy.Save your money

and buy used if your class requires this edition.



My book expired prior to the time identified when I purchased and I was unable to extend or

purchase this textbook when I had two weeks left for the class. I had to re-purchase an 80 dollar

book for 2 weeks to finish the remainder of my class. I will not be purchasing another textbook from 

or any books from Kindle. When I spoke to customer service they did not offer an solutions and they

told me my only option is to re-purchase the text. Very disappointed!

This is an excellent text. There are some errors, I suspect because it is the first printing of this

edition. The author explains concepts that students confuse (like Key Success Factors) very well

and puts Michael Porter's 5 Forces Model in context. Something few other textbooks bother to do so

students tend to use it incorrectly. The cases and examples in the text are also useful.

ok

Great

Very good but overpriced; typical for a textbook.I am told that I have to add more words. Ok, I did.

This is not the first book by this author that I have read. He describes the concept of strategic

analysis quite nicely. Appropriate for any MBA student.

This textbook was one of the easier textbook reads I've had. Great current day company examples.
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